
Ama-Deus
To Love God

Love is the force that holds the Universe together. 
Love is the act that brings hearts to the Truth. 

Love is the act of offering freedom 
to all souls to be what they are.

WHAT IS AMA DEUS®? THE HISTORY OF AMA DEUS.  ability to receive and channel this high-
level energy. Each student is taught the The Guaranis Indians, who live in the The physical world we live in is a world 
ceremonial invocation that connects one heart of  the Amazon in South America, of  matter composed of  energy. As souls, 
to the flow of  Ama Deus energy. This is are one of  the oldest living cultures in we are energy in a physical dimension. 
the invocation that is used whenever one existence. For centuries, the energy Therefore, this matter that we are and 
wishes to utilize the energy for support called Ama Deus has been a part of  their that we live in can be affected by energy.
and healing enhancement.culture. 

Ama Deus is not a religious dogma; it is a 
Students will learn the nine sacred In the recent past, the Guaranis passed spiritual healing energy offered lovingly 
symbols that the Guaranis utilized in the this healing energy on to a Brazilian by the Universe as a tool to enhance our 
work with this energy and will be guided man, initiating him in their ancient spiritual growth and awareness, and to 
in the use of  this healing energy for ceremony and teaching him the sacred support our physical and emotional 
themselves as well as for others.symbols that activate connection to the healing.

energy. This man, Alberto Aguas, was a 
During the class, guided meditations will well-known healer. He traveled the world The Ama Deus energy can be used to 
be offered to assist each student in their sharing his unique gift of  healing. assist, to enhance, and to expand the 
personal healing. human experience in the physical reality.

After his studies with the Guaranis, he 
Demonstration will be given, dedicated his life to sharing and teaching In Earth history, there are references 
information will be offered, and all this healing energy he called Ama Deus, from many cultures to the Divine Light 
questions will be thoughtfully answered. which is Latin for “to love God.” and Love actively involved in human 
This class is six hours long and meets in experiences. 
two three-hour sessions.Elizabeth Cosmos was initiated into the 

knowledge of  Ama Deus by Alberto Pure energy for healing purposes has 
A second-level class for those who have Aguas in 1989 and has worked with the been offered to humankind as the planet 
completed the initial Ama Deus class also energy intensively since that time as a and its people have evolved to a 
is available. This one-day seminar healer and a teacher.sensibility open to the ancientness and 
teaches additional sacred symbols.foreverness of  energy healings. 

In 2004, an instructors' level was 
CONCLUSIONMany of  these energy techniques have opened and presently many instructors 

teach in North and South America. been on Earth for a long time; however, As one utilizes the Ama Deus energy, one 
awareness was not always open to is opened to the opportunity for new 

THE AMA DEUS CLASSexploration of  these healing energies. In experiences, new perspective, expansion, 
the more recent past, there has been a and enhancement. In connection with In the Ama Deus class, students will 
reintroduction of  these techniques into healing energy, one flows with the Light participate in the ancient Guaranis 
the world, and they have been openly and Love of  the Creator to renew, ceremony of  initiation. This ceremony 
and lovingly received. restore and give love.     symbolizes the willingness of  each 

person to acknowledge his or her innate www. ama-deusenergy.com 
www.ama-deus-international.com
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